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WHAT’S HOT
in interiors and exteriorsin interiors and exteriors

Brooklyn Bed - Double Brooklyn Bed - Double £279.99£279.99; King size ; King size £319.99£319.99
Available in dark grey or blueAvailable in dark grey or blue
The Brooklyn bed frame is an example of a simple yet The Brooklyn bed frame is an example of a simple yet 
attractive piece.attractive piece.
It features stylish stitching detail on a quality fabric.It features stylish stitching detail on a quality fabric.
The chrome feet add the perfect touch to make this The chrome feet add the perfect touch to make this 
bed frame a perfect fit for the modern bedroom.bed frame a perfect fit for the modern bedroom.

Wicker Garden Set Wicker Garden Set £1,599.99£1,599.99
Dining tableDining table
with 6 chairswith 6 chairs
(cushions (cushions 
included).included).

Urban Style Dining Table & Bench Urban Style Dining Table & Bench £599.99£599.99
Set consists: dining table & one dining benchSet consists: dining table & one dining bench
Dining table & dining bench with its industrial Dining table & dining bench with its industrial 
style metal frames, this is one of the hottest style metal frames, this is one of the hottest 
looks of the moment.looks of the moment.

Large Corner Sofa In Grey Large Corner Sofa In Grey £749.99£749.99 - Only  - Only £599£599 for local customers for local customers
A stunning large corner sofa in grey. Shapely & modern design, all cushions included.A stunning large corner sofa in grey. Shapely & modern design, all cushions included.

Hill Interiors Mirrored Clock Table Hill Interiors Mirrored Clock Table 
With Moving Mechanism With Moving Mechanism £134.99£134.99
This unique piece of furniture dou-This unique piece of furniture dou-
bles up as a clock and a table. bles up as a clock and a table. 
The visible moving mechanisms The visible moving mechanisms 
makes it an interesting piece which makes it an interesting piece which 
is sure to capture the attention is sure to capture the attention 
of everybody while the mirrored of everybody while the mirrored 
finish gives a glamorous vibe.finish gives a glamorous vibe.

If you’re after some inspiration for your new home, look no further...If you’re after some inspiration for your new home, look no further...

Industrial 5 Bulb Metal  Industrial 5 Bulb Metal  
Frame Ceiling Light Frame Ceiling Light 
£299.99£299.99
This ceiling light looks This ceiling light looks 
great when displayed great when displayed 
over kitchen islands or over kitchen islands or 
a dining table.a dining table.

Cool Occasional Chair Cool Occasional Chair £189.99£189.99
Inspired by a modern,Inspired by a modern,
industrial styling, this chair industrial styling, this chair 
is upholstered in a soft faux is upholstered in a soft faux 
leather fabric finished in a leather fabric finished in a 
brown colourway.brown colourway.

Our showroom has closed but we are looking to open Our showroom has closed but we are looking to open 
one in the near future. We are still open for deliveries one in the near future. We are still open for deliveries 
and collections and orders can be placed through the and collections and orders can be placed through the 

website:website:  www.freitaslaf.net www.freitaslaf.net or callor call 01406 259121 01406 259121


